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“the mute word of the Earth”



Rocks: my world revolves around them 





Source: DOGAMI



Let us enter their world



OBSIDIAN

“the psychic mirror”



An amorphous glass burped up in eruptions



Obsidian was likely the 
most distantly-traded 
material in the paleolithic 
world. 



Obsidian was likely the 
most distantly-traded 
material in the paleolithic 
world. 

Nothing makes a finer 
tool, even to this day. 



Elizabethan scrying mirror, 
circa 1580’s, England.



Elizabethan scrying mirror, 
circa 1580’s, England.

The obsidian disc within hails 
from Pachuca, Mexico, almost 
9,000km away.



The oldest of travelers 



A discovery spanning 9,000 
years and 4.000 kilometers.



A new world emerges as the 
ice sheets retreat. 

The Earth and her cultures 
rebound.



“But how do they know???”



(and chemical languages deciphered 
by the Northwest Research Obsidian 
Studies Laboratory)

Magic.



Central Oregon is glass country. 

CC BY James St. John



Adapted from Poux, Bastien & Suemnicht, Gene. (2012). 



Image courtesy USFS



The famous Glass Buttes 
map drawn by Highland 
Rock Shop in Burns



PETRIFIED WOOD

“the stone of transformation”



A moment frozen in time



“But how???”



Many have tried to answer the question

Excerpts from Leo & Barghoorn (1976), Akahane, et all (2004), Ballhaus, et al (2012)



Enter George Mustoe, 
wizard of petrified wood



Chalcedony QuartzOpal

The Silica Sisters



Petrified forests of Oregon



“Petrified wood reinforces the idea 
that a rock can be a living thing, 
and that a living thing can be a 
rock, that energy and matter can 
pass back and forth across the 
veil.”

—Martin Holden



..Soft tissue replaced by stone

particle by particle 

carried across space and time

tumbling from the wounds 

until massive shards resurface 

fossilized

into a jewel  

that is also a clock 

that is also an archive 

that is also a grave.

—Helen Shewolfe Tseng



“But what about the leaves??”





The stuff of lakes long-gone



Photomicrograph courtesy Dawid Siodlak Photomicrograph courtesy Randolph Femmer



THE SILICATES

“stones of endurance”



The stuff of volcanoes



Agates: treasures of the void



Mineralogy, Geochemistry and Genesis of Agate—A Review. Götze, et al (2020)



Silicate treasures form 
after the fact 
when the molten rock 
around them has frozen. 



Photo: Kirsten Southwell

Enigmatic tuffs



Accumulation during diagenesis





“But what about crystals??”



The mighty sunstone



Elusive calcite



“But what lies beneath?”



Source: DOGAMI





ROCKHOUNDS

“the untapped ally”



We are desert denizens

We know these places inside out 
and yearn to see them protected.



Rockhounds are the first group 
excluded when public lands are 

developed for mining. 



There are 15 official rock clubs in 
Oregon, plus several informal 

clubs and online groups. 

Rock clubs usually have a few 
hundred members. There are 

many thousand of us in Oregon.



A novel idea..







“Rocks are reminders that history, wonder, 

beauty, and surprise are everywhere, 

all around us, all the time”

—Nora Bauman
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